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Early Childhood Education 
Philosophy

Focuses on language development
Promotes an appreciation for diversity
Incorporates active and hands on learning
Provides opportunities for investigation, 

exploration, and discovery
Encourages a positive self-concept
Promotes creative expression
Fosters positive interaction with others
Differentiated instruction and flexible grouping
Safe and supportive classroom environment, 
focusing on the whole child 

The Kindergarten program:



Mission Statement

The mission of Tuckahoe Elementary School is 

to develop responsible, life-long learners by 

providing a quality education through inquiry-

based, differentiated and multi-sensory 

instruction in a nurturing environment that 

maximizes classroom, outdoor and technological 

resources.



Tuckahoe Elementary School Belief 

Statements:

We believe that showing respect, being responsible, and 

remembering the rights of others promotes good citizenship.

We believe in fostering the appreciation of diversity in our 

community and the world.

We believe that instruction should be relevant, challenging, and 

engaging.

We believe that differentiated instruction addresses all children’s 

needs.

We believe that home-school communication is an integral part 

of a successful school community.



Discovery School Yard

Our use of outdoor classrooms encourages 
broad-based learning that taps into the 
strengths and interests of all of our students.

It promotes an interconnectedness on two 
levels- by blending the entire learning                 
community and bringing many                              
areas of the curriculum together                           

in a real-life setting.



Language Arts

Oral Language
� Listening �Phonemic Awareness

� Speaking �Story Retelling

Reading 
� Print Awareness �Read Aloud
� Alphabet Identification �Shared Reading
� Phonics �Independent Reading

Writing
� Draw
� Write 
� Share

Fosters literacy learning through engagement in print-rich 
experiences to develop:



Mathematics

Problem Solving (Shares Real-life Experiences)

Number Concepts/Theory/Sense (Counts, Recognizes, 
Writes, Estimates)

Operations (Experiments with Numbers)

Data Analysis (Sorts and Classifies)

Geometry (Shapes)

Patterns (Describes, Copies, Extends, Creates)

Measurement (Length, Weight, Capacity/Volume, Money)

Facilitates active hands-on learning experiences through the 
development of:



Science

Colors and Shapes

Seasonal Changes  
Fall, Winter, 
Spring, Summer

Animal Adaptations 
and Life cycles

Five Senses

Magnets

Sink or Float

Encourages investigation, exploration, and discovery of 
concepts in:



Social Studies

Everyone is Special
� I am Special

� Others are Special

Families are Special

Communities are Special

The World is Special

Encourages an understanding of self, family, and community 
by developing concepts through the topics of:



Music

Songs/Chants/Fingerplays
Rhythm Patterns Using Instruments
Movement/Rhythmic Activities

Movement

Large Muscle Control

Small Muscle Control

Physical Activities

Promotes active participation and creative expression through:

Fosters physical development in areas of:

Art
Promotes self-expression, creativity, and exploration through 
the use of:

Various Art Materials and Techniques

Works of Art



Health

Living/Growing Bodies
� Healthy Food Choices
� Physical Activity
� Personal Hygiene

Health/Safety Information
� Seeking Help When in Danger
� Calling 911
� Fire and Bus Safety

Fosters an awareness of the importance of a healthy body and 
the need for safety through the topics of:



Technology

Provides opportunities to reinforce integrated learning 
experiences through the development of:

* mouse skills/touch

* keyboarding

* Internet Safety

* digital imagery

Some examples of technology the children are 

exposed to: 

* computers 

* SmartBoard Interactive Whiteboard

* iPads/ iTouches



Typical Full-Day 
Kindergarten Schedule

Arrival
Opening/Morning Meeting

� Attendance/Greeting

� Weather/Calendar

� Daily Morning Work

� Morning Message Board

� Plan for the Day

Mathematics
� Whole Group

� Small Groups

� Learning Centers/Stations

Lunch/Recess

Content 
� Social Studies

� Science

� Theme Studies

� Outdoor Learning

� STEAM 

Language Arts

� Shared Reading (Whole Group)

� Small Groups/Focus Groups

� Reading/Writing Conferences

� Learning Centers/Stations

� Word Study 

Snack
Free Choice/Exploration
Special Subjects

� PE/Music/Art/Library/FLES 
(Spanish)

Dismissal



• Classroom Visits!

*The classroom you visit is not 

necessarily your child’s classroom*



Ideas

What can we do over the summer and what 

should my child know for Kindergarten?



Parents and teachers play an 
active role in children's 
education…

we help them reach their 
fullest potential.

together,


